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Gait initiation spatiotemporal and kinematic characteristics quantified.
Outcomes developed across the full range of gait initiation speeds.
Gait initiation characteristics change in a non-linear way with speed.
Gender based differences in gait initiation are highlighted.
Speed of performance must be taken into consideration when interpreting outcomes.
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Abstract
Background
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Gait initiation can be performed at a range of speeds. Those with disability tend to use a slower
speed compared to those without disability. In assessing the spatiotemporal and kinematic
characteristics of gait initiation it is therefore important to consider the effects of speed on
outcomes.
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Research Question
What is the effect of speed of performance on spatiotemporal and kinematic characteristics of gait

SC
R

initiation?
Methods

U

Spatiotemporal and kinematic characteristics were measured across a wide range of speeds from

N

very slow to very fast (normalised initiating leg (swing or SW limb) step speed 0.1-0.5) for 20 health

A

adults (10 men/10 women, 22-44 years) using three-dimensional motion analysis of the first two

M

steps of gait.

ED

Results

Mixed linear modelling of 295 walking trials indicated differences between individuals, sexes and

PT

strong non-linear relationships between normalised initiating leg step speed and cadence and step
lengths (R2>0.5). Particular characteristics of joint kinematics (maxima and minima for both initiating

CC
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(SW) and contralateral limb (stance or ST limb)) demonstrated significant non-linear (squared, cubic
and power law) changes with speed. Moderate to strong relationships were identified for sagittal

A

plane pelvis, hip and knee kinematics as well as hip adduction (0.3<R2<0.7).
Significance
Gait initiation spatiotemporal and kinematic characteristics were quantified across the maximum
range of speeds achievable, providing comprehensive characterisation of changes with speed.
Significant, non-linear changes with speed were identified, suggesting different strategies are
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employed to modify speed at low and high speeds. The highlighted changes with speed illustrate
the importance of taking speed into account when comparing outcomes between healthy adults and
those with pathology.
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Introduction

U

Gait initiation requires the movement from a stable double leg stance to the dynamic state of

N

walking. This action requires the coordinated movement of both lower limbs. Previous research has

A

described typical movement patterns for a range of ages of healthy adults1-3 and for those with

M

disability4-7. These studies highlight the impact of lack of muscle control, or muscle weakness on the

ED

performance of gait initiation. It is therefore important to be able to quantify spatiotemporal
characteristics and kinematics of this movement to assess the impact of disability. Typically studies

PT

report that participants are asked to perform the task at ‘self-selected’ speed1-5,8-10. However, if both
healthy adults and those with disability are asked to perform gait initiation at ‘self-selected’ speed it
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is possible, even likely, that different speeds will be used. This is reflected in shorter duration and/or
larger distances covered for typical gait initiation periods for healthy adults compared to those with
disability (e.g. Parkinson’s disease4,5,9,11). Whilst this results in apparent differences between the gait

A

initiation characteristics, it may be that the differences in cadence, step length, timings and joint
angles used are simply a result of choosing a different gait initiation speed. Indeed some forms of
normalisation with respect to velocity of movement have been attempted previously4 reducing
apparent ‘differences’ in gait initiation characteristics between groups. There are limited examples
of the systematic exploration of changes in gait initiation spatiotemporal characteristics with speed.
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For example Breniere and Do12 instructed their participants to use ‘slow’, ‘normal’ and ‘fast’ speeds.
However, individual’s choices of what constitutes ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ will not be identical making
grouping of results difficult. A systematic exploration of changes in gait initiation with speed
allowing participants to initiate gait across a wide spectrum of speeds would remove the need for
artificial self-selected speed bands. This would allow the exploration of true changes in gait
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initiation spatiotemporal characteristics (e.g. cadence, step length and phase timings) and joint
kinematics (e.g. peak joint angles) with speed. This would be particularly helpful at the lower speeds

SC
R

of movement typical of those with severe pathology.

The aim of this study was therefore to characterise the relationship between speed of gait initiation

U

and spatiotemporal characteristics and kinematics in healthy adults across a wide range of speeds of

N

movement from the slowest to the fastest speeds. This will inform the interpretation of outcomes in

A

studies involving groups of participants moving at different speeds. The hypothesis was that

M

spatiotemporal characteristics and lower limb joint kinematics would change with speed of gait
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Methods

PT

ED

initiation.

Participants

Participants were recruited from staff and students at a UK higher education institution.

A

Institutional ethical approval was gained for the study and all participants gave written informed
consent. Only participants between 18 and 60 years of age without lower limb impairment or
neurological condition affecting the lower limb/walking function were recruited. An equal number
of men and women were recruited.
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Motion tracking
The motion of participants was tracked (sixteen-camera motion analysis system, 120Hz (Qualisys AB,
Goteborg, Sweden)) using retro-reflective markers attached to the lower limbs (Table 1). Axes
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systems were defined as in Table 1. An initial static trial was used to establish the relationship
between the cluster markers and their respective segment markers. This allowed the tracking of

SC
R

dynamic movements using the clusters. Joint angles were calculated as ordered sequences of

U

rotations (Z, X, Y) from the proximal to the distal coordinate systems at the respective joints.

N

Data collection protocol

A

Participants stood with feet a comfortable self-selected width apart at the start of a 6m walk way.

M

Following a verbal command the participants walked along the walk way stopping in a designated
area at the end of the walk way. Participants were allowed several practice walks to become

ED

familiar with the procedure. The floor was carpeted. All participants walked with bare feet and wore

PT

shorts.

Initially participants walked at a self-selected normal speed for three walks. Then the participants

CC
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were instructed to walk at incrementally slower speeds until they reached their slowest walking
speed after 7 additional trials. Then the participants walked at their self-selected normal walking
speed again for 3 trials before being asked to walk progressively faster to reach their fastest speed

A

after 7 more trials. The aim of this protocol was to gain examples of walking across as wide a range
of speeds as possible for each participant. This gave a total of 20 walks for each participant ranging
in speed from their slowest to their fastest self-selected speed.
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Data analysis
In common with previous reports14 the leg that progressed first is referred to as the swing leg (SW)
and the leg that progresses second is referred to as the stance leg (ST). Points of interest during the
gait initiation were determined manually by examining graphical representation of specific marker
displacement in conjunction with global movement of all markers attached to each participant.

IP
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Consistent identification of timing points across all participants was checked by one of the authors
(BS): ini - Initial movement of any of the markers; SWr1 – first heel raise of SW (timing of initial

SC
R

vertical movement in heel (HEE) marker); STr – stance leg heel raise; SWs – swing leg foot strike

(timing of lowest point of HEE marker); SWr2 – second heel raise of SW; STs – stance leg foot strike.

U

100% of the gait initiation cycle was defined as from ini to STs.

N

Spatiotemporal outcomes

A

The following spatiotemporal outcomes were then calculated: Total time – from ini to STs;

M

Preparation time – from ini to SWr1; SW Step time – from SWr1 to SWs; ST Step time – from STr to

ED

STs; SW Step length – R/LHEE from SWr1 to SWs; ST stride length – R/LHEE from STr to STs. From
these measures the SW Step speed (length/time) and the SW Step cadence (1/SW Step time) were

PT

determined.

In an attempt to reduce the effect of differences in size of participants on the results a normalisation
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process was used15,16. This involved multiplying all variables by appropriate normalisation quantities
as follows:

A

Normalised step/stride length = step/stride length x (1/BH)
Normalised cadence = cadence x (√(BH/g)
Normalise speed = speed x (1/(√(BH x g)))
Normalised total/step time = total/step time x (1/(√(BH/g)))
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Where BH=body height, g=acceleration due to gravity = 9.81m/s2.
To examine the effects of speed on outcomes the normalised value of the SW step speed was used
to represent the speed of the gait initiation. Mixed linear models were used to model the
relationship between each of these outcomes and normalised SW step speed17. Models were
adjusted for sex. Fixed and random effects were used at the participant (level2) and measurement
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(level 1) levels. The average growth curve for the sample was described by the fixed effects and the
variation between participants by the random effects. A unique curve was therefore allowed for

SC
R

each participant based on deviation from the average curve. An unstructured covariance structure

was used. Models were developed adding terms sequentially and comparing models for significant

U

improvement (reduction of 3.84 in value of -2*logLikelihood (-2LnL), p<0.05). Maximum likelihood

N

was used during model development for unbiased estimation of -2LnL, then restricted maximum

A

likelihood for the final model to give unbiased estimates of coefficients. Model parameters and 95%

M

CI were calculated. Following the introduction of sex and allowing for an intercept, the models were
then developed either using normalised SW step speed, its square and cube, or using a power law

ED

relationship (log transformed for model development) as appropriate. For timings a power law best
fit was considered appropriate for those terms where very slow speed of gait initiation should result

PT

in very large outcomes.
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Kinematic outcomes

To examine the effects of speed on joint angles all trials of all participants were grouped by the
normalised SW step speed into 0.1 bands and the mean angle profiles of these bands plotted to gain

A

a visual interpretation of outcomes. Normalised speed bands covering the range from 0.1 to 0.5
were used. From the graphical patterns of the joint angles specific features were identified that
appeared to change with normalised speed. These outcomes (maxima and minima of joint angles)
were determined. The relationship between these features and normalised SW step speed was
investigated using mixed linear modelling as detailed above.
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Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS v23 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). The values of R2 were
calculated and used to categorise the fit of the models using a pragmatic approach: <0.1 very weak,

IP
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0.1-0.3 weak, 0.3-0.5 moderate, 0.5-0.7 strong, >0.7 very strong.

Results

SC
R

Twenty participants (10 men/10 women) took part in this study ((mean±SD) age 25.7±5.1, range 2244 years, height 1.72±0.11m, weight 69.4±14.6kg). Results in this study used normalised values. To

U

convert data from these values to the original units the following should be applied for an average

N

person of height 1.72m:

A

step/stride length = normalised step/stride length x Height = normalised length x 1.72 (length, m)

M

cadence = normalised cadence x (1/√(Height/g) = normalised cadence x 2.39

ED

speed = normalised speed x (√(Height x g))) = normalised speed x 4.11

(cadence, steps/s)

(speed, m/s)
(time, s)

PT

total/step time = normalised total/step time x (√(Height/g))) = normalised time x 0.42

A total of 299 trials were successfully recorded (trials were excluded if marker tracking was poor, or
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participants did not perform the task correctly). No trials were recorded below a normalised SW
step speed of 0.1, 29 between 0.1-0.2, 127 from 0.2-0.3, 106 from 0.3-0.4, 33 from 0.4-0.5 and 4

A

between 0.5 and 0.6. As so few trials were performed outside the normalised SW step speed range
of 0.1 to 0.5 (equivalent to 0.41 to 2.05m/s for a person of height 1.72m) further analysis was
restricted to this range of speeds and therefore examined 295 walking trials (mean 15 per person).
Observation of the joint angles presented as means of the normalised SW step speed bands
indicated distinct characteristics apparently changing with speed (Figure 1a-o). Following
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presentation of the relationship between the spatiotemporal parameters and normalised SW step
speed (Figure 2), the kinematic outcomes selected for further analysis are presented graphically in
Figure 3.
For all models intercept as a random parameter was significant (all p<0.05), indicating that there
were significant offsets between participants (Table 2). Sex was not a significant contributor to
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models for any of the spatiotemporal measures (Figure 2). However, it was for a number of the

kinematic outcomes. In general women exhibited higher pelvic tilt, maximum pelvic obliquity (side
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up), maximum SW hip flexion, maximum SW hip adduction, maximum SW knee flexion 0-60%, ST hip
flexion at 100% and lower ST hip extension 50-80% than men (Table 2, Figure 3).

U

All spatiotemporal outcomes except preparation time demonstrated non-linear relationships with

N

normalised SW step speed (Table 2, Figure 2). It appeared that within the lower speed ranges

A

participants achieved higher speed by extending step/stride length rather than increasing cadence,

M

whereas in contrast within the higher speed ranges that cadence was used to increase speed rather
than extending step/stride length (Figures 1a-c). SW step cadence, SW step length, ST stride length

ED

demonstrated strong or very strong relationships with normalised SW step speed (R2≥0.526).
Timings of gait initiation were either weakly or moderately related to normalised SW step speed

PT

except for preparation time which was only very weakly related (R2=0.036).
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For the kinematic outcomes there were both linear and non-linear relationships with normalised SW
step speed, ranging from strong (minimum pelvic tilt, SW maximum hip flexion, SW maximum hip
adduction, ST maximum hip extension 50-80%, ST hip flexion angle at 100%) to very weak (ST

A

maximum hip abduction 50-80%, ST hip adduction at 100%) and varying in strength between men
and women. In general the men’s models were better fits for the data (higher R2) than women’s.
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In general the range of motion used at the joints was higher the higher the normalised SW step
speed. However, for some variables at higher speeds, e.g. ST maximum knee flexion and ST

IP
T

maximum plantarflexion 60-80%, there was a trend for a reduced change with increasing speed.

Discussion

SC
R

The objective of this study was to characterise the spatiotemporal characteristics and joint

kinematics of gait initiation across a wide range of speeds. Strong and very strong relationships

U

between spatiotemporal characteristics of gait initiation and normalised SW step speed suggested

N

clear changes in the performance of the task with changing speed (Table 2, Figure 2). Also graphical

A

representation of joint kinematics grouped by normalised SW step speed (Figure 1) clearly

M

demonstrated speed related changes (Figure 3). Sex was important in describing several kinematic
characteristics (Table 2) and there were differences between individual participants (significant

ED

random parameter of intercept). Using mixed linear modelling it was possible to isolate these
effects, highlighting that particular kinematic characteristics of the leading and trailing limbs

PT

demonstrated relationships with normalised SW step speed. These results reinforce the need to
take speed of task execution into account when evaluating performance of gait initiation. The full
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range of speeds that might be chosen during gait initiation were studied, with the fastest speeds
being 5 times the slowest speeds (normalised SW step speed 0.1-0.5). The data set therefore

A

provides a comprehensive characterisation across the gait initiation speed range.

The use of force plates to characterise the anticipatory postural adjustment at the initiation of
movement has been reported previously18-20 highlighting the importance of changes in the
distribution of loading to the feet in allowing gait initiation. It is possible that these changes drive
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the changes in spatiotemporal and kinematic outcomes observed in the current study with speed.
Further investigation of these aspects of speed related changes in gait initiation is warranted along
with muscular control mechanisms21.
The higher women’s pelvic anterior tilt, SW/ST hip flexion and SW/ST knee flexion point to a more
flexed pattern of movement to achieve the same speed as men. There were also observed
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differences in pelvic obliquity and hip adduction between sexes which are possibly related to women
having relatively larger inter-hip joint distance compared to men requiring women to use higher

SC
R

angles to maintain the same width of gait.

Inter-participant differences in all outcomes were identified through the mixed linear model as

U

random effects. This indicates that there were offsets in outcomes between individuals, suggesting

A

there were also significant speed related effects.

N

differences in the way stepping is initiated. However, despite these inter-individual differences

M

There were strong relationships between the normalised speed, cadence and step length

ED

characteristics of gait initiation, which appeared to be non-linear. It appeared that at very slow
speeds that step length is used to increase speed, but that higher than a normalised SW step speed

PT

of 0.4 that increased cadence is predominantly used to increase speed (Figure 2a-c). Preparation
time did not show a clear trend with speed. Relationships between specific aspects of the
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movement of the centre of pressure during anticipatory postural adjustment and gait initiation
velocity have been previously demonstrated17, but no previous reports of changes in preparation

A

time as determined in the current study with speed are available.
Joint kinematics followed similar patterns to those previously reported1,14. There were several
moderate to strong relationships between joint angle characteristics and normalised SW step speed,
suggesting complex modification of joint angles with speed. Although in general an increased speed
was associated with an increase in joint range of motion there appeared to be some trends
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suggesting changing strategies for increasing speed across the speed range. For example the
relationships of ST maximum knee flexion (Figure 3o) and ST maximum plantarflexion 60-80% (Figure
3q) suggest that at higher speeds these angles do not change with increasing speed. Similarly pelvic
minimum tilt (Figure 3a) and SW hip maximum flexion (Figure 3d) show trends towards reducing
changes with increasing speed at the higher speeds. However, SW knee maximum flexion 60-80%
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(Figure 3h) appears to show increasing changes with speed at higher speeds. Some of these changes
appear to support the hypothesis that within lower speed ranges higher speeds are achieved by

SC
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increasing step length and that within higher speed ranges higher speeds are achieved by increasing
cadence. However, there is clearly a complex interplay of the SW and ST limbs and across the joints

N

U

of the lower limb.

A

The current study quantifies gait initiation outcomes over a wider speed range than previously

M

typically reported. Reports of gait initiation at slow speeds (0.4-0.5m/s14,22-23) have been made.
However, there appear to be only small studies exploring changes across wide speed ranges12,22.

ED

These studies either did not include the slower or faster speeds of gait initiation (1.01-1.79m/s
second step of gait initiation12, 0.4-1.3m/s22). The current study’s normalised speed range of 0.1-0.5

PT

was equivalent to a speed range of 0.41-2.06m/s (for a person of height 1.72m), wider than these
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previous reports. Typically studies only report outcomes at self-selected speed2,5,14,23-25. Outcomes
such as step timings1,4,9,14, step lengths2-5,9,14,22 and cadence26 have been previously reported, but
only at isolated speeds and not in relation to changes with speed. Due to variation in the definition

A

of the characteristics of gait initiation it is difficult to directly compare the reported values with
those reported here. However, in general there is agreement that at higher speeds of progression,
step lengths are longer and timings quicker for the first steps of gait.
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Conclusion
Spatiotemporal and kinematic characteristics of gait initiation were quantified across the full range
of gait initiation speeds from the slowest to fastest walking pace that participants could reasonably
adopt. No significant differences between sexes in spatiotemporal outcomes were observed, but
there were differences in joint angles between men and women. Significant relationships with

IP
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speed for both spatiotemporal characteristics and joint kinematics of the lower limbs were

observed. Of particular note was a non-linear relationship between gait initiation speed and

SC
R

cadence suggesting a change in strategy to increase speed from slow to fast speeds. Joint kinematic
outcomes illustrate that this was achieved using a combination of joints across both limbs. These

A

N

with disease or pathology with healthy control subjects.

U

findings highlight the need to take speed of gait initiation into consideration when comparing those

M
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Pelvic rotation side back
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SW hip internal rotation
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Figure 1. Joint angles of both legs from initiation of movement (0%) to ST heel strike (100%). Mean
curves are presented of all trials walked within normalised speed bands: Lightest 0.1-0.2, then 0.20.3, 0.3-0.4 and darkest 0.4-0.5. Specific features characterised are highlighted with dashed
lines/arrows. a) SW pelvic tilt (posterior tilt +ve) b) SW pelvic obliquity (side down +ve) c) SW pelvic
rotation (side forward +ve) d) SW hip flexion/extension (flexion +ve) e) SW hip adduction/abduction
(adduction +ve) f) SW hip internal/external rotation (internal +ve) g) SW knee extension/flexion
(extension +ve) h) SW ankle dorsiflexion/plantarflexion (dorsiflexion +ve) i) SW foot progression
angle (external rotation +ve). j)-o) contralateral side (ST) for equivalent of d)-i).

i)
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SW ankle dorsiflexion
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SW knee flexion

j)

SW foot internal rotation

k)

l)
ST hip adduction

ST hip internal rotation

A

ST hip flexion

m)

n)

o)
ST ankle dorsiflexion

ST knee flexion

ST foot Page 17
internal rotation
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Figure 2 Best fit models (no sex difference) for normalised spatiotemporal outcomes against
normalised SW step speed (refer to Table 3). Results for men are indicated with open squares and
women with solid circles. All outcomes for all participants are illustrated. R2 values are given.
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R2=0.493
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R2=0.036

M

g)

A

Figure 3 Best fit models (Table 3) for specific features of joint angles (degrees) against normalised
SW step speed. min = minimum, max = maximum, percentages refer to the activity cycle. Results
for men are illustrated with open squares (dashed line) and for women with closed circles
(continuous line). Where sex was not a significant predictor in the model a single best fit solid line is
given. All outcomes for all participants are illustrated. R2 values are given.
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Table 1 Motion analysis marker locations and axes system definitions.
Marker locations and definitions
Name
RASIS, LASIS

Location (Markers all either 19mm or 16mm (ankle and foot) spherical)
Anterior superior iliac spine
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Posterior superior iliac spine
Lateral to most prominent greater trochanter
Thigh cluster
Lateral knee, 1cm proximal to joint line at mid a-p knee
Medial knee. Same height as RLKNE/LLKNE mid a-p knee
Shank clusters
Lateral ankle, most prominent lateral malleolus
Medial ankle, most prominent medial malleolus
Mid line of heel at same level as mid-point of RMET1-5, LMET1-5
Dorsal to metatarsal distal head

IP
T

RPSIS, LPSIS
RGTR, LGTR
RTHI1-4, LTHI1-4
RLKNE, LLKNE
RMKNE, LMKNE
RSHA1-4, LSHA1-4
RLANK, LLANK
RMANK, LMANK
RHEE, LHEE
RMET1,5, LMET1, 5
Axes system definitions
Origin

Axes

Laboratory
axes

Laboratory
origin

Pelvis

Midpoint of
ASIS (midASIS)

Femur

Hip centre**

Shank

KNEE

Foot

Vertical
projection of
HEE to level of
midMET

X = direction of progression
Y = vertically upwards
Z = to right
X = from midPSIS to midASIS anteriorly
Y = perpendicular to both X and line from RASIS to LASIS
pointing superiorly
Z = perpendicular to both X and Y pointing to right
interASIS = distance from RASIS to LASIS
KNEE = mid-point of MKNE and LKNE
X = perpendicular to Y and LKNE-MKNE pointing anteriorly.
Y = from KNEE to HIP proximally
Z = perpendicular to X and Y pointing to right.
ANK = mid-point of LANK and MANK
X = perpendicular to Y and LKNE-KNEE pointing anteriorly
Y = from ANK to KNEE proximally.
Z = perpendicular to X and Y pointing to right
midMET = mid-point of MET1, MET5
X = from origin to midMET anteriorly
Y = perpendicular to X and horizontal projection (during static
trial) of line joining MET1-MET5
Z = perpendicular to X and Y pointing right.
The angle between the laboratory X axis and the line joining
HEE-midMET projected vertically onto the floor.

Tracking
markers
Qualisys
system
RASIS,
LASIS,
RPSIS,
LPSIS
THI1,
THI2,
THI3,
THI4
SHA1,
SHA2,
SHA3,
SHA4
MET1,
MET5,
HEE

PT

ED

M

A

N

U

SC
R

Lab axes

A

CC
E

Foot
progression
angle
**Offset from midASIS in Pelvis axes system: X=-0.19*interASIS-0.5*Marker Diameter; Y=0.30*interASIS; Z=0.36*interASIS13.

Table 2 Mixed linear model results, both fixed and random parameters for all outcomes. For all
outcomes the developed model is given with fixed and random parameters for significant terms
included with 95% confidence intervals of the parameters. Coefficients which were not statistically
significant are retained in the model where their sequential inclusion improved the level of fit. For
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the power law relationships, coefficients a and b are given for y= axb. R2 calculated for fixed effects
model either for both sexes together if sex was not significant in the model or separately if sex made
a significant contribution.
Fixed parameters

NSWStepS

NSWStepS2

0.718
0.629,0.808
0.109*
0.012,0.206
0.005$

-0.250$
-0.842,0.341
0.297$
-0.737,1.332
3.372

-0.060,0.069
0.6110
0.4823,0.7397

2.951,3.793
0.633
0.253,1.013

2.026
1.060,2.991
3.672*
0.098,7.246
-3.031
-3.718,2.344

Preparation time

a
2.359

b
-0.294
-0.330,0.257
-0.697
-0.792,0.603
-0.468
-0.525,0.412

(Power law)
Total time

SW Step time

2.237,2.487
0.397

ST Step time

0.345,0.456
0.756*
0.695,0.822

SW max. knee flexion
0-60%

9.89*
4.67,15.11
5.264*
2.529,7.999
-8.49

-14.02,-2.96

CC
E

SW max. knee flexion
60-80%
SW max. ankle
dorsiflexion 0-50%
SW minimum ankle
dorsiflexion 50-80%
ST max. hip extension
50-80%

A

ST hip flexion angle at
100%
ST max. hip abduction
50-80%
ST hip adduction at
100%

7.44

3.01,11.87
8.962
4.140,13.784

75.73*
3.79,147.67
-7.213
-9.337,5.090
189.5*
83.3,295.7
-166.8*
-311.1,-22.6
10.05
7.44,12.66
-26.43
-33.17,19.70
-4.62$
-51.96,42.71
-91.6*
-169.0,-14.1
159.2*
31.5,287.0
-29.08
-31.96,26.19
67.40
62.51,72.28
-31.96*
-49.97,13.96
141.6

M

-13.53
-20.69,-6.37
-1.667*

-3.274,-0.060
-18.44
-28.42,-8.45
31.14
17.20,45.08
2.043*
-0.021,4.106
-24.21

ED

SW max. hip adduction

-6.43
-10.10,-2.75
-2.281*
-4.396,0.166

PT

Kinematic outcomes
Min. pelvic tilt (max.
anterior tilt)
SW min. pelvic
obliquity (max. side
up)
SW pelvic rotation at
100%
SW max. hip flexion

-28.55,-19.88
-1.16$
-8.74,6.43
18.46
11.12,25.80
-21.18*
-33.16,-9.20
-1.78$
-5.01,1.45
7.338
3.671,11.005
-0.315$
-3.312,2.681
-10.30*

ST max. knee flexion

-19.38,-1.23
-23.59

ST max. ankle

-29.21,-17.97
12.00

U

ST stride length

45.8,237.4
-165.5
-201.1,130.0
20.75

-6.04
-10.02,-2.07

N

SW step length

A

Spatiotemporal
outcomes
SW step cadence

NSWStepS3

R2

Men

0.0017
0.008,0.003
0.0027
0.001,0.006
0.0013

-320.0*
-568.4,-71.5

-675.5
-1042,-309
761.6
263.2,1259.9

-103.0*
-180.2,-25.8
363.4*
95.9,631.0
-566*
-1007,-125

0.849
0.864

0.006,0.003
0.0165
0.008,0.036

0.036

0.0006

0.431

0.0003,0.0012
0.0047

0.493

0.0024,0.0094
0.0017

0.282

0.0009,0.0035
311.2*
34.9,587.4

699.4*
292,1107
-736*
-1290,-182

-363.9*
-661.4,-66.5
726
235,1216

146.6,262.6

15.18
7.86,29.33
4.974
2.56,9.67
6.847
3.51,13.35
30.26
15.52,59.01
8.331
4.29,16.18
33.60
17.09,66.06
41.86
21.75,80.56
8.01
4.18,15.35
6.25
3.14,12.42
22.09
11.44,42.66
25.83
13.28,50.25
9.358

42.17*
12.79,71.56
-490.8
-821.7,159.9
204.6

Women

0.526

SC
R

Intercept

Sex
(women)

Random
Parameter
Intercept*
Covariance

IP
T

Outcome

501.2*
133.3,869.1

0.639

0.315

0.231

0.170

0.170
0.598

0.661

0.526

0.369

0.372

0.340

0.312
0.234
0.261
0.611

0.348

0.663

0.486
0.025

4.891,17.906
11.70

0.049

6.11,22.42
19.38

0.280

10.06,37.32
3.488

0.221
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dorsiflexion 0-70%
ST max. ankle
plantarflexion 60-80%

10.60,13.40
28.11
20.63,35.59

17.08,24.43
-229.3
-277.7,180.9

278.0

1.751,6.945
22.76

199.0,356.9

11.69,44.31

0.379

A

CC
E

PT

ED

M

A

N

U

SC
R

IP
T

NSWStepS = normalised SW step speed. All coefficients significant at p<0.001 except *0.05>p≥0.001,
$
p>0.05. Min. = minimum, max. = maximum. Random intercepts by participant all 0.05>p≥0.001.
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